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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting and rare case. I have comments as follows: 1.Due to initial an

elevated ST segment and elevated troponin T, I think it might be an direct blunt injury to

the pericardium and myocardium, not be an anginal injury. 2.The ST segment changes

caused by mechanical compression or spasm of the coronary arteries should be

intermittent and transient. In this case, however, the changes of ST segments were

consistently elevated, but to a different degree.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The article is interesting and educational. It can be accepted after some minor corrections.

1. English is poor and requires correction eg "However, if the pericardial injury is not

WORSE enough to LUXATE the heart, it may only cause intermittent ECG changes or be

asymptomatic". (WORSE should be replaced by BAD; LUXATE should be replaced with

DISLOCATE or CAUSE HERNIATION OF) 2. Words do not end at the line, and are

carried over to the next line. This requires resetting their word program/file. A bad

example is the paragraph on "Core Tip". 3. The descriptions of the ECGs in Fig2, C and

D are incorrect. The ECG changes worsened from C to D, with prominent widespread ST

elevation throughout being more pronounced in D. This patient is unlikely to have an

MI because 1. there was no serial changes to the ECG as would be expected in an MI, 2.

The ST elevation was widespread and not in the classical anterior, lateral or inferior

leads as one would expect from regional MI and 3. ST depression in D was present in III,

AVR, and V1, are not the classical reciprocal ECG changes seen in MI, which should be

located in regions opposite to the locality of the regional MI. 4. The description of the

ECG in Fig 3 B is also incorrect. The ECG is much improved, with resolution of all ST

depression, and much less ST elevation than that present in Fig 2 D.
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